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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract: For the problem of position recognition in the machining process of mechanical 

parts, the Canny edge processing algorithm and the modified Hough transform algorithm are 

used to complete the rapid recognition of geometric shapes and coordinates in the image data. 

Through the design of the algorithm, the orientation of the parts is identified and designed. The 

part classification algorithm completes the position recognition of multiple parts. For the 

circular target recognition, the parameter space of the traditional circular target Hough 

transform is changed from a three-dimensional space to two one-dimensional spaces, and the 

algorithm does not require complicated square and square operations, which greatly improves 

the operating efficiency. For the recognition of rectangular objects, an improved straight line 

detection algorithm using the Hough transform of the linear local structure feature is used. 

This algorithm analyzes the feature information of the primitives on the straight line, and 

constrains the pixels on the primitives by the inclination angle of the adjacent similar 

primitives on the image. The polar angle range reduces the number of calculations for each 

point. While maintaining the accuracy, the speed of the straight line detection is improved, and 

the calculation method of the center point of the rectangle is designed based on the geometric 

characteristics of the rectangle. For the performance requirement of accuracy, the Canny edge 

processing is used to process the image to obtain more accurate edge information of the part 

and filter out most of the noise interference. The simulation is programmed in Python and the 

simulation platform is pycharm.The simulation is programmed in Python and the simulation 

platform is pycharm. The experimental results obtained through simulation are: center 

coordinates (299, 199), and the angle value is 30.38 degrees. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid development of computer technology and optoelectronic technology, visual 

inspection technology has been widely used[1]. Based on modern optics, it integrates science 

and technology such as optoelectronics, computer graphics, information processing, and 

computer vision, and uses images as a means or carrier for detecting and transmitting 
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information [2]. Due to the high precision and speed of computer vision detection and the 

relatively stable detection results, it is capable of on-line detection, real-time analysis and 

real-time control, thus making important contributions to improving production efficiency, 

ensuring product quality, and improving product accuracy. In the automatic manufacturing 

process of industrial manufacturing, in the process of clamping, packaging, etc., it is necessary 

to intelligently recognize the position of the parts based on the image processing using a 

computer, and the parts are automatically transported to a specific position by the robot. 

2. Image Edge Processing Based on Canny Algorithm 

2.1  Canny algorithm introduction 

Canny edge detection is a technique that extracts useful structural information from different 

visual objects and greatly reduces the amount of data to be processed. It has been widely used 

in various computer vision systems. 

2.2 Canny edge detection algorithm [3] 

Canny edge detection algorithm can be divided into the following 5 steps: 

(1) Gaussian smoothing filter: 

In order to minimize the effect of noise on the edge detection results, noise must be filtered out 

to prevent erroneous detection caused by noise. In order to smooth the image, a Gaussian filter 

is used to convolve with the image. This step smooths the image to reduce the apparent noise 

effect on the edge detector. The generation equation of a Gaussian filter kernel of size 

(2k+1)x(2k+1) is given by: 
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(2) Calculate the gradient intensity and direction: 

Edges in the image can point in all directions, so the Canny algorithm uses four operators to 

detect horizontal, vertical, and diagonal edges in the image. Operators for edge detection (eg, 

Roberts, Prewitt, Sobel, etc.) return the first derivative values of the horizontal xG  and vertical 

yG  directions, thereby determining the gradient G and direction   of the pixel.  
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(3) Non-maximum suppression: 

Non-maximum suppression is an edge sparse technique. 

The algorithm for non-maximal suppression for each pixel in the gradient image is: 

1) Compare the gradient intensity of the current pixel with two pixels along the positive and 

negative gradient directions. 

2) If the gradient intensity of the current pixel is the largest compared to the other two pixels, 

the pixel remains as an edge point, otherwise the pixel will be suppressed. 

Non-maximal suppression pseudo code descriptions are as follows: 
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(4) Double threshold detection: 

After applying non-maximum suppression, the remaining pixels can more accurately represent 

the actual edges in the image. However, there are still some edge pixels due to noise and color 

changes. In order to solve these spurious responses, edge pixels must be filtered with weak 

gradient values, and edge pixels with high gradient values must be preserved. This can be 

achieved by selecting high and low thresholds. . The choice of threshold depends on the content 

of a given input image. 

The pseudo-code for dual-threshold detection is described as follows: 

 
(5) Inhibition of isolated low threshold points: 

So far, pixels that have been divided into strong edges have been identified as edges because 

they are extracted from the real edges in the image. However, there will be some arguments for 

weak edge pixels because these pixels can be extracted from the true edge or due to noise or 

color changes. In order to obtain accurate results, the weak edges caused by the latter should be 

suppressed. 

The pseudocode for suppressing isolated edge points is described as follows: 

 
2.3 Canny edge processing effect 

The comparison of the image before and after Canny edge processing is shown in Fig. 1. 

Defining the processed image as K 

 

Fig 1. Canny edge processing 
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3. RECOGNITION OF THE COORDINATES OF THE CENTER OF A CIRCLE 

AND RECTANGLE VERTICES BASED ON HOUGH TRANSFORM 

The Hough transform mainly uses the global feature of the part image to directly detect the 

outline of the part image. In other words, it is an effective method to connect the edge pixels to 

form a closed boundary area [4]. 

3.1 The identification of the center of the circle 

This article adopts an improved Hough circle detection algorithm. The specific principles and 

steps are as follows: 

Search the images in sequence, select the left-most edge of the image and name the 1p , then 

use the edge tracking technology to sequentially select the edge points and name it nppp ..., 32 . 

2)Select 1p  with n points spaced apart from 1np and connect them 

3) Pass 1np  as the vertical line of 11 ppn , and from 1np , look for points on the vertical line of 

11 ppn  in the clockwise points of the image, named mp , as shown in Fig.2. When no point is 

on the vertical line of 11 ppn , the nearest point from the vertical line of 11 ppn  is selected as 

mp . 

In order to ensure the correctness of the centering of the circle and eliminate the outlier noise 

and overlap problem, use formula (2) to remove the outliers in the detection: 

2 2 2

1 1 1 1 1m n n mPP PP P P                                       (4) 

 

 

Fig 2. Principle of circle detection algorithm 

4) The following formula can be used to calculate the circle center coordinates of the circular 

target: 
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)( 00,yx  is the coordinates of the center of the circle; ( yx,pp 11 )is the coordinates of the point 1p ; 

( mymx,pp ) is the coordinates of the point mp . 
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5) Select 2p , then select 2p  at a distance n from 2np  and connect them. Past 2np  for the 

vertical line 22 npp , and from mp  in the image clockwise to find the intersection of 22 npp  

vertical line and circle, named 2mp . Here, it is obvious that the intersection point of the 

22 npp  vertical line and the circle should be located near a point after mp , so it is only 

necessary to find the intersection point of the vertical line and the circle clockwise from mp . 

6) Repeat the above steps until the search point returns to 1p . 

7) Accumulate the number of coordinates corresponding to the formula with the same x,y 

coordinate value. The maximum number of x,y coordinate values in the two accumulators is 

the center coordinate of the circle target. 

8) Remove the image of the circular target from the image and return to step 1. The center 

image of the part image is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig 3. circle recognition effect chart 

3.2 Recognition of rectangular vertices and geometric center points 

We improved the traditional Hough straight line transform [5], and used the improved Hough 

line transform to identify the vertices of the rectangle and the geometric center coordinates. 

The specific algorithm steps are as follows: 

1) According to the characteristics of the main direction of the straight line, the main elements 

of the image K are extracted and classified. 

Specific approach: scanning images K from four directions (0 degrees, 90 degrees, 45 degrees, 

135 degrees) respectively, sorting the main primitives on the line, And record the 

corresponding starting point ),( ii yx  of the main primitive and the primitive in the 

corresponding primitive array R (row primitive array a, column primitive array b, forward 

oblique primitive array c, negative oblique primitive array d) The length of  LG ),( ii yx . At the 

same time, the index relationship M( il )= )(qRi is established in the index table M at the time of 

scanning; wherein il  is the sequence number of the scan line, and the number is determined by 

the function relationship ),( ii yx  of the pre-established il  to il =F ),( ii yx ; q is the first one on 

the scan line il .  )(qRi is the position of q in R. 

2) The main primitives are extracted in sequence within the same type of primitive array, and 

the attributes of the main primitive are obtained. 
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The specific method is to obtain the current primary primitive r in the same primary primitive 

array of R (ie, a, b, c, d), calculate the endpoint coordinate（ rejir yx ,e ）of r from the starting point 

（ rjri yx , ） and the length  Lg（ rjri yx , ） , and according to the second step The il =F ),( ii yx  

extracts the sequence number ril  of the scan lines in the direction of the main cell. 

3) Using the location features of the main primitives of the straight line, search the range in the 

array R according to the scanline range constraints of the neighboring main primitives, and 

extract the neighboring main primitives of the current main primitive. 

Specific approach: find the candidate satisfying conditional formula (2) or (3) in the range  

[R(M( ril -t)),R(M( ril +t))] of the array R the main primitive c, as the current main primitive r, is 

adjacent to the primitive within the tolerance interval t: 

)),(()),(()2/(|),(),(| cjcirjricjcirejrei yxLgyxLgtyxyx                   (6) 

))(()),(()2/(|),(),(| , cjyrirjricejceirjri xLgyxLgtyxyx                     (7) 

Where( ji yx cc , ) and ( ji yx cece , ) are the starting and ending points of the candidate main 

primitive c, and Lg( ji yx cc , ) is the length of the selected primitive.|（ rejir yx ,e ）-( ji yx cc , )| and |

（ rjri yx , ）-( ji yx cece , )| are the distance between the corresponding two points. 

4) Take the central coordinate of the current primary primitive r and candidate primitive c 

instead of the primitive position to calculate the tilt angle   of the main primitive, constrain the 

polar angle range (   2/,2/ ) of r according to  , and combine the angle threshold 

of straight line classification to polar angle Critical constraints,   is the set of angle 

transformation range. 

5) Perform Hough transform operations on the image points on the main primitive r in the polar 

angle range after the critical constraint and perform cell accumulation in the accumulative 

array z ( , ) according to formula (1). 

cos sin , 0,0 2x y                                           (8) 

6) Extract the maximum accumulative unit z( , ) and obtain the parameters   and   of the 

straight line in the parameter space. 

The arrays a, b, c, and d are local variables, and z is a global variable. 

Assume that the four vertices of the rectangle are ）（ 111 ,θρJ  ， ）（ 222 ,θρJ  ， ）（ 333 ,θρJ  ，

）（ 444 ,θρJ  ; a,b is the length and width of the rectangle, and ,1 0  is the angle between the 

length and width and the origin of the coordinate system, respectively. It is determined whether 

the four vertices satisfy the following relationship: 1. When 0   is formed, 1J , 2J  are 

formed, that is, there are 1J , 2J  points. When 0   is formed, 3J ， 4J  are formed, that is, 

there are 3J ， 4J  points. 

to determine whether and   symmetry, if the axis of   axis of symmetry, there are:  

021  ρ and 043  ρ . 

When the straight line is vertical,  90- 01   .  
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4, aρ 21 - ， bρ 43 - . 

8) Calculation of geometric center 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4,
8 8

H
             

  
 

                           (9) 

The vertices of the parts image rectangle determine the rendering as shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig 4. Vertex recognition renderings 

4. CALCULATION OF PART ANGLE VALUES 

The calculation of the part angle value must first classify the identified center and vertex 

coordinates. That is, the center and vertex calculations are divided into the information matrix 

of each part. 

Here is the angle information used to determine the direction, the angle is calculated as: 
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The vector angle jθ  of the apex coordinates kJ  of the center point ,2,1),( ,  iyxC cenicenii ...,n 

to all the rectangles in the image is calculated, and then the vector angle mθ  of the center point 

coordinate jQ  of the calculation center point ,2,1),( ,  iyxC cenicenii ...,n to all the circles in the 

image is calculated. The difference between jθ  and mθ  is judged as lθ , and lθ  is a difference 

angle constant between the direction angle and the vector angle of the center point to the vertex 

coordinates of all rectangles in the image. 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DATA ACCURACY ANALYSIS 

The simulation is programmed in Python and the simulation platform is pycharm. The final 

simulation results are shown in Fig. 5. The resulting data is shown in Table 5-1. It can be 

obtained from the chart. The scheme provided in this paper can accurately identify the graphics 

in the image and can be used to obtain accurate coordinates and angular positions. information. 
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Fig 5. DATA1 final simulation effect diagram 

Table 1. Simulation result data 

Data label DATA1 

Center coordinates (286,246)  (256,186)  (328,182) 

Vertex coordinates (182,168) (330,82) (415,230) (267,315) 

Center coordinates (299,199) 

Angle value 30.38degrees 

 

Table 2. Comparison of running time before and after improvement 

Traditional Hough Transform Improved Hough transform 

0.45583 s 0.0657 s 

Table 2 shows the time consumed by the improved Hough transform before and after the 

simulation. The experimental data shows that the method in this paper can improve the 

efficiency of the detection of lines and circles relatively while maintaining the same accuracy 

as the standard Hough transform. 
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